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Analysis of the 125GeV Higgs boson decay rates to γγ and Zγ in the Inert Doublet Model is
presented. We study the constraints on the masses of the scalars (in particular the Dark Matter
candidate) and their couplings to the Higgs boson, coming from the h→ γγ data and confront
them with the WMAP measurements of the Dark Matter relic density.
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1. Inert Doublet Model and the loop-induced Higgs boson decays
Inert Doublet Model (IDM) is a Two Higgs Doublet Model with scalar doublets ΦS and ΦD.
IDM is exactly symmetric under the transformation D, such that: ΦD
D−→−ΦD, ΦS D−→ΦS, ΦSM D−→
ΦSM. The particle spectrum of the IDM consist of a SM-like Higgs boson h which couples to
fermions and gauge bosons like the SM Higgs boson, and four dark scalars: H, A, H± which do
not couple to fermions at the tree level. Due to the conservation of D, the lightest D-odd scalar
is stable, providing a viable dark matter (DM) candidate. The IDM is in agreement with current
theoretical and experimental constraints (LEP, LHC and WMAP).
The signal strength in the h→ γγ channel is measured at the LHC, giving the results that are
consistent with the SM value (Rγγ = 1) but the experimental uncertainties leave space for the new
physics contributions. Unfortunately, for the h→ Zγ channel there are still not enough data. In
the IDM Rγγ and RZγ can deviate from 1 by two means: if the total width of the Higgs boson is
augmented due to the existence of invisible decays (h→ AA or h→ HH) or if the partial decay
width of h→ γγ is modified due to the H± loop.
Rγγ versus RZγ is presented in the left panel of Fig. 1 [3]. It can be observed that the correlation
between the two rates is positive. If the invisible channels are open both of the rates are strongly
damped (lower branch of the curve is a straight line, Rγγ ≈ RZγ ), if they are closed, the impact of
the charged scalar loop is visible (the upper branch of the curve).
Figure 1: Left: Rγγ vs RZγ . Right: The region allowed by theoretical and experimental constraints in the
(m222, MH±) plane. Light green (gray) indicates Rγγ > 1, the curves represent constant values of Rγγ .
2. Analysis of the two-photon rate
We have checked [3] that Rγγ cannot be enhanced if the invisible decay channels are open.
This means that if Rγγ > 1, then MH , MA, MH±> 62.5GeV, which would exclude very light DM.
In Fig. 1 (right panel) the region allowed by theoretical and experimental constraints in the
(m222, MH±) plane is presented together with the curves indicating constant values of Rγγ . While
the region where Rγγ > 1 [light green (gray)] is not constrained, the region where the enhancement
is substantial is bounded. For example, for Rγγ > 1.2, MH± < 154GeV, and MH < 154GeV as well.
These results combined with the ones described previously and the LEP bound on MH± give the
following constrains: 62.5GeV<MH . 154GeV, 70GeV<MH± . 154GeV [3]. The requirement
Rγγ > 1.2 constrains also the couplings hHH ∼ λ345 and hAA∼ λ−345: −1.45. λ3,λ345 .−0.18.
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Even if Rγγ < 1, setting a lower bound on Rγγ yields upper and lower bounds on λ345 [4],
which are presented in Fig. 2 (left panel) as functions of MH (for MH < Mh/2 and MA > Mh/2). We
have checked that these constraints are stronger than those following from current measurements
of invisible branching ratios of the Higgs boson at the LHC (Br(h→ inv)< 65%) and stronger than
the XENON100 bounds as well. In the right panel of Fig. 2 the 3σ WMAP limits are superposed
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Figure 2: Left: Upper and lower bounds on λ345 following from the requirement Rγγ > 0.7 as functions of
MH . Right: Comparison of WMAP constraints (red band indicates DM relic density within 3σ limits) with
the values of Rγγ . The figures come from Ref. [4]
on a map showing the values of Rγγ . One can notice that the assumption Rγγ > 0.7 is consistent
with the WMAP bounds only for MH > 53GeV, which excludes light DM candidates.
3. Summary
Study of the h→ γγ and h→ Zγ channels can provide important information about the IDM,
especially when combined with the WMAP measurements. Requiring Rγγ > 0.7 excludes light
DM, whereas if Rγγ > 1.2, then 62.5GeV < MH . 154GeV, 70GeV < MH± . 154GeV.
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